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Want to lose weight? Nonplussed about nutrition? Unsure of how to exercise?AT LAST, A FOOD
AND FITNESS GUIDE FOR ORDINARY PEOPLE!Say farewell to fad dieting with Real Food

Revival Plan. This groundbreaking book presents a revolutionary new approach to good food

and physical fitness – one in which you become the author of your own path to a lifetime of better
eating and improved wellbeing. Now you can create a personally-tailored nutrition and exercise

plan that will help you shed pounds, drop inches, and build better health – all while feeling well-

fed and well-nourished on a diet of delicious real food.LEARN HOW TO:• Design your own ideal
diet based around your favourite tastes• Replace processed and fattening junk with real, fresh,

delicious meals• Fill yourself up without making yourself fat• Cook and eat healthily - whether
you’re an omnivore, vegetarian or vegan• Enjoy guilt-free treats and snacks• Get fit - with

surprisingly little effort, and no matter how out-of-shape you are now!It’s time to opt out of the

obesity epidemic forever. With Real Food Revival Plan, you can fight back against the forces that
have conspired to keep you fat, including junk foods, diet fads, peer pressure, bad science,
biased food gurus, faulty fitness advice, and your own unconscious bad habits. Packed with

sound, science-based advice, delicious recipes, and highly effective exercise suggestions, Real

Food Revival Plan offers safe, easy and effective strategies for making positive lifestyle changes.
Get ready to take charge of your weight, your fitness and your health – once and for all!

INCLUDES:• More than 60 Real Food Recipes with options for vegetarians and vegans, advice

on stocking your kitchen and pantry, and top tips for finding healthy choices when eating out•

Illustrated information on building The Four Elements of Fitness• A Weekly Tracker for plotting
the path to your food and fitness goals• Inspiring guidance on how to finally get (and stay)
motivated!PRAISE FOR REAL FOOD REVIVAL PLAN:“Millions of people in the developed world
have lost their way when it comes to nutrition, led astray by the Big Food, Big Diet, and Big Drug

industries. If you are one of those who has forgotten, or never learned how to eat, Brian Cormack

Carr’s Real Food Revival Plan just may be your roadmap back to a diet of real, whole, living food

and to vibrant health.”- Nancy Deville - Author of Death by Supermarket and Healthy, Sexy,

Happy: A Thrilling Journey to the Ultimate You“Brian Cormack Carr is my culinary spiritual
successor. He has grasped the concept of truly delicious food that nourishes and delights,
without causing myriad health problems. And I learned something: smoked garlic powder - who

knew?? Thank you Brian!”- Sue Kreitzman - Bestselling author of Slim Cuisine, The Nutrition

Cookbook and Cooking for Health“This book is a breath of fresh air in a veritable morass of
books on the subject. Where others preach, this book teaches. Where others espouse a diet

regime, this book explains how each of us needs to match our individual needs to a diet that

works for us. It is broken down into courses and morsels of easily digestible information. This is a
book too for people who enjoy their food and who are interested in how it is sourced and best

consumed. It is a book to be savoured and a gastronomic recipe for those who want a

successful relationship with what they eat.”- Tom Evans - Author of Mindful Timeful Kindful and

Flavours of Thought: Recipes for Fresh Thinking

About the AuthorBRIAN CORMACK CARR is a personal performance coach who specializes in
helping creative and socially-conscious people get past their blocks so they can find fulfilling

ways to share their gifts with the world. He is the author of Real Food Revival Plan and the
bestselling career guide How To Find Your Vital Vocation and is chief executive of BVSC The
Centre for Voluntary Action, a leading local charity which supports community groups and
volunteers to make positive changes in society. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Dear Reader,Thank you so much for taking the time to check out my book – I hope you find it
helpful!As a self-published author, I really value feedback to improve my work, and I depend on

word-of-mouth publicity to help get this information into the hands of as many readers as

possible – so I’d really appreciate it if you’d consider leaving an honest review on Ebook Tops
once you’ve read the book. You can do that here:As a thank you for reading, I’d like to send you a
free gift (if you haven’t got it already). My Real Food Reset is a bite-sized PDF guide with more

motivational tips, recipes, and shopping lists to help you make real food a bigger part of your life.

It’s a handy complement to Real Food Revival Plan, in fact. You can grab YOUR copy here:Enjoy
– and happy reading!Brian

This book is dedicated tothe fond memory of my grandmother, Jane Carrfor all those happy
school-day meals and memories, and for teaching me how to cook with confidence.
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FOREWORDFood, glorious food: we can’t live without it, but many of us struggle to live

comfortably with it.When we’re happy, food furnishes the celebration table. When we’re sad, it’s
there to comfort and console us. It’s strongly associated with our most important festivals, with
our most enjoyable high days and holidays, with love, with romance, and with our fondest

childhood memories. Most crucially, it nourishes and sustains us every day of our lives.Of
course, it can also make us fat and sick, trap us in an unhealthily compulsive relationship with it,
and throw us into stress and anguish as our weight yo-yos madly when we lurch between guilty
overindulgence and enforced self-discipline.If you’re reading this – and if you’re anything like me

– you probably have a long-standing love/hate relationship with food. Perhaps you know the
contradiction of loving your favourite food as it satisfies your hunger in a most delicious way, only
to hate it afterwards, when you notice that it has apparently transformed itself into unsightly fatty

lumps all over your body. Or is your experience the opposite: a fear of food to the extent that you

struggle to eat enough of it to stay well-nourished and energetic? Perhaps you are perpetually
tense with confusion over the “right” food to eat in order to stay healthy, picking at each of your

meals nervously, wondering all the while if you’ve got the fat/carbohydrate/protein combination
right, or whether the animal/plant balance on your plate is the one you need to achieve optimal
nourishment. Do you find yourself sweating over whether you’re getting too little (or too much) of

important-sounding food factors like antioxidants, vitamins, minerals, amino acids, calories, and

phytonutrients? Perhaps, like so many of us, you breathe a sigh of relief when you think you’ve
finally found the “right” way to eat – based on the latest scientific findings, of course – only to

watch in despair as those findings are overturned by new “evidence” about what really

constitutes a healthy diet.1What a minefield eating has become! How can something that is so
essential to life, and that has the potential to be so pleasurable, so nurturing, so much fun, have

turned into such an obstacle course of stress and uncertainty?Is it possible to cultivate a

balanced relationship with food – to enjoy it and be satisfied, and use it to keep ourselves

healthy and at a prudent weight? I think it is, and that’s what this book is about. I’m assuming if
you’ve read this far that you’re interested in developing a better and healthier relationship with

the food you eat, and one that gives you better results in your life. It is a journey I have been on
myself (having achieved a 3 stone (42lbs) weight loss) and which I regularly guide my coaching

clients along, since many of them come to me for support in reaching their health, weight, and
fitness goals.In Real Food Revival Plan, I’m going to provide you with a gentle but thorough

guide through the minefield of good eating, towards better health and culinary satisfaction – not
so that you follow anyone else’s path or food preferences, but so that you can find your own. Your

path is the only one that really matters. It’s the only one that can matter. Beyond some
incontrovertible, science-based, solidly proven nutritional facts (which you’ll be clear about by
the end of this book) no one can tell you what diet is going to be precisely right for you.As you’ll

learn in the pages ahead, there are many variations on a healthy diet. This is very good news,

because it means you can put together a way of eating which works specifically for you.-----A

QUICK QUESTION, A QUICK ANSWERIn the Afterword, you will find a number of questions I’m
regularly asked by coaching clients and blog readers. I’m going to share one of those questions
(and my answer) here, because I think it clearly illustrates my perspective on the subject at hand.

If you don’t like what you read here, you may as well stop reading now! However, if you do like it,
then you’ll have a feel for the approach I’m taking in this book, and I hope you’ll stay with me as
we go on an interesting and empowering journey together.Q: I can’t understand why I’m still

overweight. I’ve been juicing and detoxing and including superfoods in my diet, I’m trying to be a

bit more active, I’m opting for lower-fat snacks, I’m watching my carbs, and I’ve tried eating more
raw foods, too. Nothing is shifting, and I just don’t get it! What gives?A: Assuming that you don’t

have an underlying medical condition that’s driving your overweight – and the truth is, most of us
who are overweight do not have such a condition – then I can tell you that none of the things you
have mentioned will solve your problem. Not by themselves, anyway. You’re not overweight

because of a deficiency of green smoothies or because you’re not sprinkling enough maca
powder on your morning porridge. You’re overweight because you’re consuming more energy
than you need for your activity level, and that excess energy is being stored on your body as
fat.There are only two ways to change this. One is to exercise effectively – not just in order to be

‘a bit more active and burn a few more calories’ (a bit more activity, sadly, will make little dent in

your energy balance when set against the excess energy it’s possible to pack in through unwise

food choices) but because exercise, when done properly and consistently, will create lasting
biochemical changes in your body that make it much more efficient at burning fuel, including fat.
The good news is, it’s very possible to exercise effectively without it being overly timeconsuming, or feeling like torture.The other way to change the situation is to consume less

energy – that is, eat fewer calories, which are a measure of food energy – than you are
expending, so that your body starts burning up its fat stores as fuel. There are two broad ways to

do this. One way is to eat less food. That can work for some people, who find that they
automatically need a smaller volume of food once they readjust the balance, variety and quality

of foods in their diet – but it can be sheer torture for others, who end up feeling half-starved and

close to delirium the whole time. That’s not a sustainable state of affairs, and it paves the way to
falling off the wagon further along the road.The other way is to eat an abundance of foods that

have a lower energy density – that is, a lower concentration of calories, even in a fairly

substantial volume of food. This works well for people with big appetites, because it allows them
to reduce their overall calorie intake whilst still eating generous portions of food. The excess fat

starts to come off, but they don’t go hungry. This second approach works well for me, because
I’m a BIG eater - but it’s not for everyone. A crucial factor in moving forward is working out which
approach is going to work best for you.By the way, I’m not knocking the idea of juicing or eating

raw foods (although I do think a great deal of nonsense is preached about the supposed
benefits of both). Occasionally, a short period of following such approaches can be refreshing

and re-energising (particularly after a period of overindulgence), but I don’t advocate them as
healthy diets in and of themselves. Whether you’re trying to lose weight, gain weight, or maintain
weight, I advocate a wide, varied diet of delicious, nutritious, filling, whole real foods: in other
words, a satisfying diet, which is both healthy and a pleasure to stick to.It is possible to eat this

way, and to lose weight in the bargain. I know, because I’ve done it, and I’ve seen many other
people do it, too. With a bit of effort and forethought, you can find the right version of this
approach for you (there are almost as many versions as there are people applying them) and

then you’ll be flying. That’s what Real Food Revival Plan is all about.-----What’s in a Name?Why
“Real Food Revival Plan”? Firstly, because this approach emphasises real foods. These are the
foods that nature provides, as fresh and close to their whole form as possible, and minimally

processed. We’re talking about an abundance of fresh fruit and vegetables, and a cornucopia of
tasty meats, fish, poultry, grains, beans, dairy products, and eggs – all augmented with delicious

herbs, and fragrant spices. Such foods aren’t magical or supernatural – but they are filling,

nutritious, generally free of excesses of salt, sugar and fat, and absolutely delicious (when
prepared properly, of course). This isn’t rocket science - it’s common sense.I want to see a
revival of real foods in our diet. This is preferable to highly processed factory-produced

foodstuffs which have had much of the nutrition stripped away and replaced with an excess of
fat, salt, sugar, and additives, not all of which are strictly necessary or desirable. It’s also
preferable to the micro portions of tasteless “diet” food that many of us feel we have to resort to
when we’re trying to get things back in balance. Favouring real food in the diet also favours those

who produce it – the small, local farmers and artisan food producers who promote quality over
commercialism.The very good news is that a diet based around real foods has been shown to
be the best bet in terms of achieving and securing lasting good health. In 2014, noted nutritional

scientist Dr. David Katz of Yale University’s Prevention Research Centre was asked to compare

the medical evidence for and against the efficacy of every mainstream eating plan on the market.
He and a colleague did so in their paper, Can We Say What Diet is Best for Health?, in which

they investigated various healthy eating regimes including low-fat, low-carb, low-glycaemic,

Mediterranean, Paleolithic, vegan, and various others.2 Their conclusion? No single plan was
shown to be best, but a common element across them all was proven to be beneficial and health-

promoting: “A diet of minimally-processed foods close to nature, predominantly plants, is

decisively associated with health promotion and disease prevention”. This book advocates
exactly such an approach – with the added benefit that you tailor the diet to suit your specific

tastes and preferences. (To help you do this, we’ll take a closer look at what science can tell us

about good eating in Chapter 5). Perhaps best of all, when we create a strong relationship with
good, real food, we can occasionally enjoy the processed things (even some so-called junk
foods!) with impunity. We don’t have to fear them, and they don’t have to have a hold over us.I

think you’re going to find that adding more real food to your diet will revive your energy levels,
your nutritional profile, your culinary enjoyment, and quite possibly your health. In short, learning

how to choose and prepare a wide variety of real foods will put you in control of one of the most
important lifestyle factors you can possibly influence – the nourishment you give your body.The
book’s called Real Food Revival Plan because there’s no doubt about it – in a number of exciting
and empowering ways, real food revives.If you’re ready for reviving - read on!1 When I use the

word “diet” in this book, I am generally using it in the sense of ‘the kinds of food that a person or

community habitually eats,’ rather than in the sense of ‘a restricted course of eating in order to
lose weight’. When a weight-reducing or health-promoting diet is being referred to or implied,
this will be made obvious in the text.2 D.L. Katz and S. Meller, “Can We Say What Diet is Best for
Health?”, Annual Review of Public Health (2014)
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Latrelle Ross, “This book contains everything you need for a successful transition to a healthy
lifestyle.. This is it. This is the book you've been looking for if you are overwhelmed, confused,
out of shape and searching for the real answers to get your weight and health on track. Brian

has compiled all of the information you need to make empowered choices in regards to your

eating. A quiz is included to help you determine where you truly struggle, this way, you'll know,
without a doubt, how to apply all of this great information to your life.Brian walks you through
every aspect of reasonable, healthy, weight loss. Recipes are included, so there is no guess
work. Everything is clearly presented and sited. Brian did his research and includes his own

story. He gets it. He's been there and this book is a culmination of everything he has learned on

his journey to a healthy lifestyle.Let him help you. You owe it to yourself. Add this book to your
library.”

Leanne, “this works, I am proof of that. I have lost over 90 pounds of fat. Gone from busting out of
size 22, to a 12, following what this book suggests. It is an easy to read format, down to Earth

plan that will have your whole family living a healthier life. It is not complicated and very common
sense.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting, Well-Written Book with Options for Vegans. This is a very

interesting, well-written book by a talented writer. I recommend it for those who are looking to
make some changes for their health. As a dedicated vegan, I appreciate that there are options

for veganizing the Real Food Revival Plan. While the book isn't "pro vegan" by any means, it is
neutral at best towards the lifestyle, and it very much encourages more fruits, vegetables, beans,

and grains. I do disagree with some points in the book. Although I'm a vegan for ethical reasons,
there is evidence that a plant-based diet can offer significant health benefits. One of the keys to

thriving on a vegan diet (or any diet) is to be sure to get adequate nutrition, and the author of the
book seems to have only tried veganism for a few weeks before assessing it. I would

recommend further reading on veganism before making a decision based on the writer's
experience. Although vegan gurus were mentioned under the part about cognitive bias, the book

ironically leaves out several studies that point to the health benefits of a vegan diet. While I
disagree with several things stated in the book, I can appreciate that it is a genuine account from

the writer and very much worth the read! I am very glad I did. I hope that the author writes more
books as I would be interested in reading them.”

Julie C., “Informative and enjoyable. This is an ideal book for anyone who is weary of endless
conflicting food advice. I found the detailed information about different food groups fascinating -

plus the author's down to earth, humorous style makes it a very enjoyable read.His personal

experience of trying many different diets over the years sounds very similar to my own. I've had
huge issues with food lately, and the description of how we are influenced by different diet gurus

- "ping-ponging" from one way of eating to another - really resonated with me.After various
phases of being gluten-free, grain-free, dairy-free, meat-free, sugar-free (etc, etc...) I must admit

it was a challenge to start eating certain previously "banned" items. But it now seems painfully
obvious - to stick with simple, unprocessed, REAL food!This book has been a real gift to me - it

is helping to end my confusion and guilt around everything I eat, along with my tedious urge to
write down pointless food lists.Highly recommended.”

nona, “real food revival plan. Excellent, well researched book with good advice. I have read

many food/health books and this one just about covers it all!! Great to see it is written by a Brit
too, although would be equally suitable for USA readers too of course. Hope this author writes
a stand-alone recipe book too as the recipes are squeezed in the middle of the book and so not
too easy to use in the kitchen. Like the fact a recommended book list is included, something not
enough authors provide.”

Hedzy, “Good starter book.. Liked to idea of this but still not read it yet.”
Mar, “Buy this book!. Fabulous book with great recipes! Love it!”
Carol Bruneau, “Brimming with information and facts, but an easy read. I feel revived!. A well
researched, and easy to understand, guide book for anyone looking to push through the "diet"

hype and hoopla. Brian shows you how easy it is to nourish your body with the right amount of
real food choices that you like to eat, explains what real food is, and provides a lot of recipes to
get you started. He also illustrates how fitness and food combine to provide a healthy lifestyle

you can enjoy forever, again showing you a lot of exercise options.This an action plan book, a
reference book, a cook book, and an exercise book all rolled into one. It is a book I will keep on
my kitchen counter to refer back to often.”

The book by Brian Cormack Carr has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 15 people have provided feedback.
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